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Thanks for the letter.  It looks good.  I will try to get it up there today.To:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRBcc:	 From:	Tom 

Samoluk/ARRBDate:	02/26/98 02:55:58 PMSubject:	February Congressional LetterJeremy:Attached is a draft 

of the February Congressional Letter.  As always, I would like to get this delivered to the Hill tomorrow (the 

last business day of the month), but understand that this may not be possible because of the late hour that I 

am getting this to you, on top of your being out sick.I wanted to point out a few things in the letter:In the 

second paragraph, I try to deal with the fact that our total document count is lower than recent months.  It is 

because there are much fewer FBI consent releases.  I talked to Laura and Kevin about it.  Laura said she was 

not concerned because she looks at the page count, which is up significantly.  I tried to deal with it by saying 

that it is a natural ebb and flow and may just mean that the final processing just didn't get done for documents 

that would have been included in the total.  Perhaps it is because the administrative staff was assigned other 

tasks.I kept the CIA and FBI short.  I don't know if you want to add anything.I used a lot of Ron's compliance 

information.I wanted to beef up the letter with Doug's military information.I thought the Russia meeting 

would be of interest, and in case it is in the press, we will have told Burton first.Please let me know if you need 

anything else from me.Tom 
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